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Why I Write This
It is true that I am a financial advisor and, as
such, my primary calling is to provide financial
advice and management services to the nice
people that I call my clients (and friends). But
it is never just about the money. Money is not
an end in itself. Money, in my mind, is a tool
and a means of achieving an end result. That
result can sometimes be measured in short
term goals, like buying a sleek sailboat for
those lazy summer days on the Chesapeake
Bay. Other times it has a longer application,
like achieving a long sought-after retirement in
a certain place or a particular lifestyle.
In any case, it is not about a specific number
or the size of that number.
It is about life. A life lived that is unique to all
of us. Experiences. Be they unusual and
exotic or quiet and personal. Life is the culmination of experiences that ultimately weave
the fabric of our journey on this earth.
I write these personal accounts of such
experiences in the hopes that in some small
way it might encourage you, challenge you, or
simply entertain you. Maybe it will cause you
to recall a warm memory or focus you to move
ahead with an adventure of your own.
This is NOT investment advice. There are far
better sources for that. This is meant to
promote life and living!

Ronald W. Cavill, CFP ®

Crista’s Rolling Along…
Who says kids are hard to travel with?
Many of you may not know that my husband
had an 8-year stint playing professional football both in the NFL and CFL in what I call his
“previous life”- that is, before me! But every
now and then I get the joy of sharing in his
glory days. That’s what brought us, with our 3
youngest children ages 1, 3, and 8, to Las
Vegas, NV in July for a NFL Flag Football conference. Of course, this would not have been
our first choice in a vacation with children, but
it was close enough to our true destination –
Huntington Beach and Disneyland!
Our few days in Vegas were – well... hot! It
was triple digits and I was about 3 months
pregnant and still nauseous. Toting around our
3 kids while most of my husbands’ days were
spent at his conference was a challenge to say
the least! Thankfully we had good friends and
a swimming pool close by. Our highlights were
being able to surprise our goddaughter with
the Disney trip and tour the new and impressive Raiders Stadium. The Raiders are actually
the team that drafted my husband almost 20
years ago and we were surprised to learn that
he has his very own brick as part of their new
facility!

Rolling Along...
In my June letter I closed by saying I would
love to hear of your experiences for my next
newsletter.
All of us in my New Mexico office planned a
summer adventure and the first one out was
Crista.

Crista & husband Siddeeq, Raiders Stadium
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We then drove 4 hours to Huntington Beach
and spent most of a day collecting seashells
and playing in the waves. This was our children’s first trip to the beach, and it was such a
joy to see them experiencing the white sand
and the chilly waves for the first time.

Beach day!! Huntington Beach, CA

The next day was Disneyland — another first
for our family. We had one day, and boy did
we make the most of it! We went opening to
close. Our 8-year-old daughter and 12-yearold goddaughter were all about getting to as
many of the big rides as possible. Our little
guys enjoyed the characters, music, and teacups. We even pulled off a gender reveal with
the help of the Disney staff in front of Cinderella’s castle as we discovered as a family that
we will be having another little boy in January.

Michele’s Rolling Along….
Alaskan Adventure
As I am getting my corned beef brisket ready
for dinner tonight, I pull it out of the bag and
I’m instantly grossed out by how slimy it is
(due to soaking in the curing brine) - and that
reminds me of fishing on the Kenai...
Now I have never been fishing for anything
other than salmon and to be perfectly honest,
I really don’t like to eat fish. But pulling one
of those big fishes in on your line, netting it,
then “bonking” it — now that is fun! Of
course, the first task at hand is to get them on
your line. This year I was a little slow at getting my grove on but after I caught my first
catch of the day, I was on a roll!!!

Yep, that was my first catch — A rock.

As we walked – well, basically crawled – back
to our hotel exhausted and achy, my daughter
smiled and said, “this was the best day ever!”
My husband and I both smiled and were full of
gratitude for how blessed we are to have each
other and to share these memories.

Of course, everyone was laughing and having
a good chuckle at my first catch but I was
pretty impressed with myself. I’ve never seen
anyone hook a rock before. I got the hook in
the only itty-bitty hole on that entire rock.
You could barely see it! It was just amazing!
I won’t bore you with the details of the struggle that it gave me but I stayed the course
and showed it I was here to fish! I kept that
rock and told everyone to leave it in the boat.
That was my lucky rock – don’t you dare
throw it back!

I hope you too have found ways to make
memories with your loved ones this past year
—whether at home or away.

That luck sure did pay off. After my “first
catch”, I was the first one to reach my limit for
the day (6 reds a day) in less then 30 minutes.

Disneyland

“It’s a Boy!”
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is so humbling and breathtaking to me. Even
the humans are pretty cool.

Michele’s impressive catch, Kenai

Despite my husbands best efforts, we didn’t
only fish while we were there; we also went
sightseeing. We flew into Anchorage and met
our dear friends Larry and Rosetta. They were
kind enough to drive us to Kenai with a few pit
stops on the way. Our first destination was
Beluga Point. We weren’t lucky enough to see
any whales that day, the weather wasn’t in
our favor. So we pushed on to Girdwood, a
resort town surrounded by several glaciers.
While we were there we stopped for lunch.
The restaurant was shorthanded, only 3 severs and 1 cook but none of the patrons cared.
We were all grateful just to have a place to
go. In seeing the few staff members trying to
take care of everyone the best they could as
fast as they could, we all knew that COVID
had reached Alaska too.

Michele & husband William, enjoying the sights!

A few other places we visited during our 2week tenure were the Alaska Wildlife Conservation Center, the Princess Lodge in Cooper
Landing, and the Russian Falls and several
lakes as well.
I have been to Alaska before but I am always
taken back by its beauty. Seeing the glaciers,
the mountains and valleys, all the wildlife... it

Wildlife & breathtaking Alaskan scenery

Ron’s Rolling Along….
Enjoy doing ‘nothing’
Our office was deemed ‘essential’ at the beginning of COVID, so we continued to work for
the past year and a half. The office was
always open even if some of us worked from
home some of the time. During those trying
times, all of us contracted the virus but we
emerged on the other end with strengthened
T-cells. We followed CDC protocols regarding
vaccination, so we felt ready to venture out
and recharge our batteries with some muchneeded renewal.
One factor in what we do for a living is both a
blessing and a downer. We pretty much live
in a digital world. Our days are taken up with
images and numbers on a computer screen.
There is little tangible evidence of our labors
unlike that of say a cabinet maker who can
touch and feel their output. Being able to
work anywhere can be a mixed bag that can
be both liberating and imprisoning. The computer is constantly with us which means the
“office” is always there.
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Sometimes the best thing to do is to go
where nothing is happening!
Colorado always beckons to me no matter
where I might find myself at any given time.
In years past, we found a lovely home outside
of Grand Lake, Colorado that was perfect for
some high-country golfing and ATV riding into
the Rocky Mountain National Park. Moose
sightings were always plentiful and rewarding.
This year we opted to bring Pippa with us and
invited my brother to come up from Denver to
join us. The weather washed out any potential for golf and there wasn’t a Moose to be
seen.
In October of the previous year the area suffered another major forest fire. The East
Troublesome fire – as it was known – claimed
nearly 200,000 acres and came dangerously
close to the village of Grand Lake. The scars
of that fire were very evident and saddened us
greatly. So many of the big pine trees had
suffered beetle-kill and were tinder for any
potential fire.

Ron & Susan’s view in Grand Lake, CO

Cavill and Company
1155-B Commerce Court
Las Cruces, New Mexico 88011

Nonetheless, we were able to enjoy some cool
high-country days and nights with relaxation
sharing some family memories with my brother. It ended up being a time of just simple
kicking back and doing nothing more challenging that reading a book. If you are familiar
with John Denver’s song, ‘Poems, Prayers and
Promises’ it was a time much like that, but
without the ‘pipe’ he references in the song!

Our rented home afforded an amazing view
from the deck on the front of the house. We
spent a lot of time out there just breathing in
the smell of the forest. There were no neighbors we could see and our stay was undisturbed.
We did venture into the village one afternoon
for an early burger at
an old historic looking
saloon.
The streets
were wet from a passing shower so once
again the aroma in the
air was renewing. We
were treated to a rainbow that capped our
experience that day.

Everything we enjoyed — a few burgers, an
ice cream cone and lunch at the golf course —
were all things we have in our hometown.
Nonetheless, the change of scenery was
renewing and sent us home with our hearts
filled with gratitude and our spirits strengthened for the days to come.
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